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The traditional role of a Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) is being reimagined
to meet the needs of organizations that demand flexibility and cost-efficiency
without compromising on security. Enter the Virtual Chief Information Security
Officer (vCISO)—a solution that offers executive-level cybersecurity expertise
tailored to your organization’s unique challenges and goals. Reflecting the rising
demand for flexible and affordable expert insights, Cynomi’s State of the Virtual
CISO Report of 2023 revealed that 86% of companies currently offer or plan to offer
vCISO services by the end of 2024.

Imagine having access to a seasoned cybersecurity strategist who not only
understands the intricacies of your business environment but also brings a wealth of
industry insights and proactive defense measures, all without the overhead of a full-
time CISO. This innovative approach empowers organizations to elevate their
cybersecurity posture, adapt to evolving threats, and ensure robust protection of
their digital assets—all through a dynamic and scalable model. This role is designed
to offer organizations the expertise and leadership of a full-time Chief Information
Security Officer (CISO) without the cost and commitment of hiring one permanently.
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Rethinking Cybersecurity
Leadership: The vCISO Advantage

vCISO Core
Capabilities
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& Policy
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Compliance &
Governance

Incident Response
& Management

Security Awareness
& Training

Vendor & Third-
Party Management

Executive Reporting
& Communication

Technology &
Innovation

https://agileblue.com/
https://go.cynomi.com/hubfs/Cynomi_State%20of%20the%20vCISO%20report%202023.pdf
https://go.cynomi.com/hubfs/Cynomi_State%20of%20the%20vCISO%20report%202023.pdf
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Purpose Statement: 
This whitepaper explores the strategic benefits and impact of Virtual Chief Information
Security Officer (vCISO) services, providing a comprehensive overview of how vCISOs enhance
cybersecurity posture. In this whitepaper we will outline the six key benefits of vCISO services
has to offer. These include building and maintaining cyber resilience, addressing the
cybersecurity talent shortage, ensuring regulatory compliance, leveraging advanced
technologies, managing third-party risks, and preparing for crisis management and business
continuity.

Benefit One: Building and
Maintaining Cyber Resilience

Unlike traditional security roles, vCISOs offer a high-level, strategic perspective
tailored to each organization's unique needs. They assess current security postures,
identify vulnerabilities, and craft comprehensive security architectures that integrate
seamlessly with existing IT infrastructures, incorporating best practices and
advanced measures.

By providing ongoing strategic advisory services, vCISOs ensure security
frameworks are robust, dynamic, and adaptable to new threats and technological
advancements, helping organizations stay ahead of cybercriminals.

Strategic Advisory and Security Frameworks

A Kroll case study highlights how a commercial insurance underwriter achieved significant cyber resilience
through vCISO guidance. The company faced challenges such as a complex organizational structure,
inconsistent cybersecurity measures, fragmented decision-making, CISO resignation, and budget cuts.

Kroll’s vCISO service identified gaps in incident response, security policies, and overall culture,
implementing key frameworks like moving the CISO position under the general counsel, forming a security
committee, and conducting incident response exercises. These measures led to aligned risk management,
enhanced threat detection, and improved incident response preparedness.

The improvements in the company's security posture were significant, achieving streamlined risk and
operational management, enhanced threat insight, and robust security policies. The vCISO service
provided ongoing independent advice, ensuring compliance with industry regulations and no critical issues
were overlooked for their client. 

https://agileblue.com/
https://www.kroll.com/en/insights/publications/cyber/case-studies/taking-underwriters-security-posture-at-risk-to-resilient
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Long-Term Cybersecurity Strategies
Another key advantage of vCISO services is their ability to develop and implement long-term cybersecurity
strategies that align with an organization's business objectives. These strategies go beyond immediate threat
mitigation to encompass future-proof plans that ensure sustained security. vCISOs work closely with senior
management to integrate cybersecurity into the broader business strategy, ensuring that security initiatives
support and enhance business growth.

This alignment with business goals is crucial for maintaining a strong security posture in the long run. vCISOs
provide strategic insights that help organizations navigate the complex interplay between security and
business operations, ensuring that security measures are scalable and adaptable to evolving threats.

How vCISOs Develop and Implement Robust Security Frameworks
vCISOs leverage their deep industry knowledge and experience to design and implement comprehensive
security frameworks tailored to the specific needs of an organization. Here's a detailed look at how they
accomplish this (for detailed notes see page 4).
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Source: Precedence Research

1. Initial Assessment and Gap Analysis:
Current State Analysis: vCISOs assess the organization's existing security posture, including
policies, procedures, technologies, and incident response capabilities.
Gap Analysis: They identify gaps between the current state and industry best practices or
regulatory requirements, highlighting areas needing immediate attention.

2. Risk Assessment and Prioritization:
 Risk Identification: vCISOs identify potential vulnerabilities and threats, evaluating internal and
external risks such as cyber-attacks and data breaches.
 Risk Prioritization: They prioritize risks based on impact and likelihood, ensuring resources
address the most critical threats first.

3. Framework Development:
 Tailored Security Frameworks: vCISOs develop customized security frameworks aligned with
business objectives and risk appetite, incorporating industry standards like NIST or ISO 27001.
 Policy and Procedure Creation: They draft and implement comprehensive security policies and
procedures covering data protection, access control, incident response, and compliance.

4.Technology Integration:
 Selecting Appropriate Technologies: vCISOs recommend and help implement security
technologies such as firewalls, intrusion detection/prevention systems, and encryption
solutions.
 Technology Configuration: They ensure proper configuration for optimal protection, including
access controls, monitoring capabilities, and regular updates.

5. Employee Training and Awareness:
 Security Training Programs: vCISOs develop and conduct training programs to educate
employees on cybersecurity best practices and emerging threats.
Ongoing Awareness Campaigns: They implement continuous awareness campaigns to maintain
a culture of security within the organization.

6. Continuous Monitoring and Improvement:
 Security Monitoring: vCISOs set up continuous monitoring systems to detect and respond to
security incidents in real-time using SIEM systems, threat intelligence, and automated response
tools.
 Regular Audits and Assessments: They conduct regular audits and assessments to ensure the
security framework remains effective and up-to-date, identifying new vulnerabilities and areas
for improvement.
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How vCISOs Develop & Implement Robust
Security Frameworks

Full Breakdown:

https://agileblue.com/
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Engaging a vCISO can result in significant cost savings for organizations due to flexible
engagement models that allow companies to pay only for the services they need, when they
need them. This approach reduces overhead costs while providing access to top-tier
security talent without long-term financial commitments. vCISOs can be engaged on a part-
time, full-time, or project basis, ensuring the exact level of support required at any given
time.

Hiring a full-time Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) can be expensive, with average
annual salaries reaching $148,000 in 2024, a cost particularly challenging for smaller
organizations with limited financial resources. Opting for a virtual CISO (vCISO) offers a
cost-effective alternative by providing the expertise of a seasoned cybersecurity
professional without the overhead costs associated with a full-time employee, including
salary, benefits, and operational expenses.
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The cybersecurity talent shortage presents a formidable obstacle for organizations globally.
Acquiring and keeping top-tier security talent is not only challenging but also comes with a
hefty price tag. In 2024, this challenge is amplified by a global shortage of approximately 4
million cybersecurity professionals, according to industry reports.

This scarcity of skilled professionals in cybersecurity poses multifaceted challenges for
businesses. It increases competition for talent, leading to higher recruitment costs and
intensifying the struggle to retain experienced cybersecurity experts. 

Benefit Two: Flexibility and Cost
Benefits

Flexibility and Cost Benefits

Average salary for a full-time CISO in 2024 is

$148k annually
Via ZipRecruiter

https://agileblue.com/
https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=dd506018d9ba004cJmltdHM9MTcxODE1MDQwMCZpZ3VpZD0wYzMzMThlNS1jMmIwLTZmZjUtMmI3Ni0wYTg5YzMxODZlNTMmaW5zaWQ9NTQ3MQ&ptn=3&ver=2&hsh=3&fclid=0c3318e5-c2b0-6ff5-2b76-0a89c3186e53&psq=how+much+do+ciso+make+2024&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuemlwcmVjcnVpdGVyLmNvbS9TYWxhcmllcy9DaGllZi1JbmZvcm1hdGlvbi1TZWN1cml0eS1PZmZpY2VyLVNhbGFyeSM6fjp0ZXh0PUhvdyUyMG11Y2glMjBkb2VzJTIwYSUyMENoaWVmJTIwSW5mb3JtYXRpb24lMjBTZWN1cml0eSUyME9mZmljZXIsVGhpcyUyMGlzJTIwdGhlJTIwZXF1aXZhbGVudCUyMG9mJTIwJTI0MiUyQzg2MCUyRndlZWslMjBvciUyMCUyNDEyJTJDMzk1JTJGbW9udGgu&ntb=1
https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=dd506018d9ba004cJmltdHM9MTcxODE1MDQwMCZpZ3VpZD0wYzMzMThlNS1jMmIwLTZmZjUtMmI3Ni0wYTg5YzMxODZlNTMmaW5zaWQ9NTQ3MQ&ptn=3&ver=2&hsh=3&fclid=0c3318e5-c2b0-6ff5-2b76-0a89c3186e53&psq=how+much+do+ciso+make+2024&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuemlwcmVjcnVpdGVyLmNvbS9TYWxhcmllcy9DaGllZi1JbmZvcm1hdGlvbi1TZWN1cml0eS1PZmZpY2VyLVNhbGFyeSM6fjp0ZXh0PUhvdyUyMG11Y2glMjBkb2VzJTIwYSUyMENoaWVmJTIwSW5mb3JtYXRpb24lMjBTZWN1cml0eSUyME9mZmljZXIsVGhpcyUyMGlzJTIwdGhlJTIwZXF1aXZhbGVudCUyMG9mJTIwJTI0MiUyQzg2MCUyRndlZWslMjBvciUyMCUyNDEyJTJDMzk1JTJGbW9udGgu&ntb=1
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2024/05/financial-sector-cyber-attack-threat-imf-cybersecurity/#:~:text=The%20framework%20found%20that%20there%20is%20a%20global,are%20underway%20to%20mitigate%20the%20cyber%20skills%20shortage.
https://www.ziprecruiter.com/Salaries/Chief-Information-Security-Officer-Salary#:~:text=How%20much%20does%20a%20Chief%20Information%20Security%20Officer,This%20is%20the%20equivalent%20of%20%242%2C860%2Fweek%20or%20%2412%2C395%2Fmonth.
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Navigating the complex web of regulatory requirements is a daunting task for any organization. vCISOs
bring a deep understanding of key regulations, common examples being GDPR, CCPA, and HIPAA. Their
expertise ensures that organizations not only achieve compliance but also maintain it amidst changing
regulatory landscapes. vCISOs develop comprehensive compliance strategies that encompass risk
assessments, policy development, and continuous monitoring, thereby safeguarding the organization
from legal and financial repercussions. As cybercriminals get better at what they do, the rules
organizations need to follow to stay safe, keep getting more complicated. This means more tasks and
challenges for businesses trying to do the right thing and follow all the rules. The world of cybersecurity
keeps getting trickier, and it doesn't look like it's going to get any easier. 

Benefit Three: Ensuring Regulatory
Compliance

Benefit Four: Leveraging Advanced
Technologies

Incorporating AI and machine learning into cybersecurity operations is a game-changer and vCISOs are
at the forefront of leveraging these advanced technologies. AI and machine learning can automate
threat detection and response, identify patterns that indicate potential breaches, and provide
actionable insights that improve overall security operations. Projections indicate a potential market
expansion of approximately US$19 billion between 2021 and 2025. 

By integrating AI and machine learning into security frameworks, vCISOs enable organizations to stay
ahead of sophisticated cyber threats. These technologies can analyze vast amounts of data in real-
time, identifying anomalies and potential threats with greater accuracy and speed than traditional
methods. This technological edge allows organizations to respond to incidents more quickly and
effectively, minimizing the impact of cyber attacks.

The global market for Cyber AI technology
is expected to grow by 

$19 billion by 2025
Via Deloitte

https://agileblue.com/
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/tech-trends/2022/future-of-cybersecurity-and-ai.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/tech-trends/2022/future-of-cybersecurity-and-ai.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/tech-trends/2022/future-of-cybersecurity-and-ai.html
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Managing third-party and supply chain risks is crucial in today’s interconnected business environment. vCISOs play a
critical role in assessing and mitigating these risks by implementing stringent vendor management policies. They
ensure that all third-party engagements adhere to the organization’s security standards, thereby minimizing potential
vulnerabilities introduced through external partners.

vCISOs conduct thorough risk assessments of third-party vendors, evaluating their security practices and potential
impact on the organization’s security posture. They develop and enforce vendor management policies that require
regular security assessments, contract reviews, and continuous monitoring of third-party activities. This
comprehensive approach helps organizations mitigate risks associated with third-party relationships and maintain a
strong security posture.

Benefit Five: Managing Third-Party Risks

Benefit Six: Crisis Management & Business
Continuity
vCISOs play a crucial role in developing comprehensive crisis management plans
to prepare organizations for potential cybersecurity incidents. These plans
include detailed response protocols, communication strategies, and recovery
procedures, ensuring swift and effective crisis handling. By fostering a state of
readiness, vCISOs help organizations minimize the impact of cyber incidents and
maintain operational continuity. A well-prepared crisis management plan outlines
clear roles and responsibilities, ensuring all stakeholders understand their roles
during a cyber incident. vCISOs conduct regular training and simulations to
ensure the organization is prepared to respond effectively to various cyber
threats. This proactive approach helps minimize downtime and maintain trust
with customers and stakeholders.

"[During a client’s security incident]
AgileBlue’s platform and vCISO team,
allowed us to move very quickly and

in real-time make decisions to
continue to safely provide services

and protect ourselves." 

PERFECTSERVE, 
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER (CTO)

PERFECTSERVE

A case study highlighting the effectiveness of vCISO advising during crisis situations was displayed in AgileBlue's
response to a critical cybersecurity event affecting their client, PerfectServe, a nonprofit health system with 140
hospitals. During the incident, AgileBlue's vCISO team provided continuous monitoring and rapid response,
safeguarding patient data and ensuring uninterrupted healthcare services. Their robust security solution met both
regulatory and operational needs, allowing PerfectServe to make strategic decisions in real-time and maintain
connectivity. The proactive collaboration between AgileBlue and PerfectServe underscored the importance of
balancing service continuity and security, ensuring effective patient care despite cybersecurity challenges.

https://agileblue.com/
https://agileblue.com/perfectserve-case-study-form/
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AgileBlue Cerulean AI combines AI-powered cybersecurity with the human touch you
trust. Our SecOps platform autonomously detects, investigates, and responds to
endpoints, network, and cloud cyber-attacks faster and more accurately than a traditional
SOAR. 

Our technology is both intelligent and automated, but we take a custom approach for
every client we work with, analyzing and detecting exactly what matters most. Our
products are entirely cloud-based with advanced machine learning and user behavior
analytics, all supported by our U.S.-based team of cyber experts.

 For more information, visit our website: AgileBlue.com.  

Ready to start protecting your company?

Request a Demo

https://agileblue.com/
https://agileblue.com/
https://agileblue.com/demo-contact/

